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I have received a request from Kathlee Fitzgerald (below) to provide an inventory of materials that we have 

received from Vince Palamara.  She would like to complete her existing "collection", presumably through us.  I 

do not want to be in the business of reproducing papers and audiocassettes that were not generated by the 

ARRB for other people.  I would like to tell her to wait until September, or to please contact Mr. Palamara for 

this information.  What do you think?background:  over the years we have received a large amount of Secert 

Service-related information form Mr. Palamara.  A Deed of Gift was prepared for only one donation consisting 

of 3 audiocassettes.  Mr. Palamara understands that all additional material provided to us will be added to his 

correspondence file, and transferred to NARA in September.thoughts?  thanks!To:	Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-

arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)From:	kfitz @ prodigy.net @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   

Date:	05/01/98 10:21:15 PM ASTSubject:	Information RequestDear Ms. Sullivan:I understand that things 

must be incredibly hectic there right now but ifyou would take just a few minutes to respond to my request of 

4/18/98reproduced below, it would be greatly appreciated.Thank you for your cooperation regarding this 

matter.Best wishes,Kathlee Fitzgerald----------> From: kfitz <kfitz@prodigy.net>> To: ARRB 

<Eileen_Sullivan@jfk-arrb.gov>> Subject: Information Request> Date: Saturday, April 18, 1998 11:48 PM>> 

Dear Ms. Sullivan:>> It is my understanding that Vincent M. Palamara donated some materials to> the Board 

last summer. He has stated that these materials related to the> Secret Service and consisted of both audio 

tapes of interviews and over50> pages of personal correspondence.>> Would you please itemize for me 

exactly what was donated to the Board by> Mr. Palamara and how I could procure these items? I already have 

some of> his interview tapes and would like to complete my set, if additional ones> were received by the 

Board. Also, I would definitely like copies of allthe> correspondence letters donated by Mr. Palamara.>> Thank 

you for your cooperation in this matter.>> Best wishes,>> Kathlee Fitzgerald> 224 Elm Street> Edgewood, PA 

15218> kfitz@prodigy.net 
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